trained pigeons on a concurrent-chains procedure with equal variable-interval (Vi) schedules in the initial links and equal Vi schedules in the terminal links. the terminal links differed in that one ended after a single reinforcer, which they called "variable-duration" terminal link, whereas the other ended after a fixed period of exposure equal to the average interreinforcement interval (iri) of the schedule, which they called "constantduration" terminal link. As Grace and Nevin identified, and as discussed at some length below, an important feature of the constant-duration terminal link is that it probabilistically yielded 0, 1, or multiple reinforcers per entry, although it provided the same average rate of reinforcement overall as the variable-duration terminal link. Grace and Nevin (2000) found that three of four pigeons clearly preferred the constant-duration terminal link. in their words, the data of a fourth pigeon "demonstrated a consistent right-key bias" (p. 178), and the present conclusion is that its data are more difficult to interpret. in any case, an important question is what variables caused the preference. Ordinarily, one would have expected the pigeons to be indifferent, since the schedules in effect during the alternatives were identical, and each alternative yielded the same overall rate of reinforcement. Grace and Nevin (2000) initially pondered the role of multiple reinforcers in the constant-duration terminal link, because research has shown that subjects may well prefer a choice alternative associated with multiple reinforcers rather than a single reinforcer per terminal-link entry (e.g., Fantino & Herrnstein, 1968; Mazur, 1986; McDiarmid & rilling, 1965; Moore, 1979; Poniewaz, 1984; Shull, Mellon, & Sharp, 1990; Shull, Spear, & Bryson, 1981) . in particular, Grace and Nevin discussed their findings from the view correspondence concerning this article may be addressed to Dr. J. Moore, Dept. of Psychology, UW-Milwaukee, Milwaukee, Wi 53201. e-mail: jcm@uwm.edu the Psychological record, 2008, 58, 191-214 of "cumulative delayed reinforcement." this view assumes that the value of each terminal-link reinforcer in a multiple-reinforcer terminal link of concurrent chains is discounted as a function of its delay from terminal-link onset; the discounted values are then summed to yield some composite value of the alternative as a whole. A specific discounting function that currently enjoys widespread acceptance is Mazur's (1984 Mazur's ( , 1986 Mazur's ( , 1987 Mazur's ( , 2001 ) hyperbolicdecay model. indeed, Mazur's model provides a very accurate description of the data from studies involving different delays, different amounts of a reinforcer, probabilistic reinforcers, and multiple reinforcers.
the Grace and Nevin (2000) interpretation of the role of multiple reinforcers in their data makes a great deal of sense, even though the multiple reinforcers are only a probabilistic outcome of the constant-duration procedure. However, Grace and Nevin further pointed out that the degree of preference for the constant-duration terminal link in their study somewhat exceeded the predictions of the cumulative delay view. Because of this outcome, they argued that some other factor contributed. Perhaps it was the variability in the number of reinforcers per entry associated with the constant-duration terminal link, which they termed "numerosity" (p. 184).
relevant to the Grace and Nevin (2000) results is an understanding of the temporal distribution of reinforcers in variable-and constant-duration terminal links that employ aperiodic schedules. the variable-duration terminal link is the conventional way of scheduling terminal links in concurrent chains. the iri selected to be in effect on a given entry begins timing when the terminal link is entered, finishes timing when the reinforcer is arranged, and resumes timing at the beginning of the succeeding iri when the terminal link is next entered. thus, the variable-duration terminal link always yields only one reinforcer per entry. it provides a given rate of reinforcement as a function of the average iri of the terminal-link schedule.
in contrast, a constant-duration terminal link provides the same overall rate of reinforcement as a variable-duration terminal link, but in accord with a somewhat different temporal distribution of reinforcers. When the constant-duration terminal link is entered, two durations begin timing. the first is the timing of the iri that the control apparatus selects to be in effect on that entry. the second is the timing of the constant duration. Before the constant duration elapses, the pigeon will receive as few or as many reinforcers as the procedure specifies on that entry, in accord with the sequence of iris that the control apparatus selects. On some entries, the selected iri may exceed the duration of exposure to the schedule, and the pigeon will receive no reinforcers. On other entries, the pigeon may receive one or more reinforcers, as the sequence of iris dictates, before the constant duration elapses. A constant-duration procedure is not new; it was used previously in such research as Autor (1960 Autor ( , 1969 , in which the duration was twice the average iri of a terminal-link schedule. the values that follow represent the approximate probabilities of 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 or more reinforcers per terminal-link entry in a procedure where the duration of exposure to the schedule equals the average iri of the schedule, as in Grace and Nevin (2000) : (a) 0 reinforcers: 0.35; (b) 1 reinforcer: 0.39; (c) 2 reinforcers: 0.19; (d) 3 reinforcers: 0.06; and (e) 4 or more reinforcers: 0.01. these values may be computed from the standard binomial expression process that yields a hit with some specified probability (p) per instance. this corresponds to the probability of reinforcement per unit of time correlated with a given schedule, as in the schedule that is in effect during a terminal link. the variable q is the complement, or (1-p). then assume some observation period of instances (N). this corresponds to the length of time that the schedule is in effect, as in the constant-duration procedure. Now assume that one is interested in the probability of observing one hit, two hits, three hits, and four or more hits (r) during the observation period. the hit can occur at any point during the observation period, meaning that the combination (C) of hits and misses during the observation period can be in any sequence, provided that the specified number of hits is achieved when the observation period is over. this corresponds to the probability that the pigeon will receive 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 or more reinforcers during a constant-duration terminal link. in the case of the approximation to a constant-probability schedule provided by common ways of generating time-based aperiodic operant schedules (e.g., Fleshler & Hoffman, 1962) , assume for simplicity that p = 0.10 and N = 10. Further assume that the duration of the constant-duration alternative equals the mean iri of the schedule. the probability of observing the specified number of hits during the observation period can then be calculated from the binomial. that is, the probability of observing the specified number of reinforcers delivered during the constant-duration terminal link can be calculated. readers may note that when the duration of the constant-duration alternative was equal to the mean iri of the schedule, Grace and Nevin (pp. 176, 181 , and also see their discussion on p. 174) reported the probability of not getting a reinforcer on an entry was approximately 0.36, a figure differing from the present figure of 0.35 only because of rounding.
Worth reviewing at this point is Moore's (1984) use of the constantduration procedure. Moore used the concurrent-chains procedure with equal Vi initial links to present pigeons with a choice between the same aperiodic, time-based terminal-link schedules as Killeen (1968) . these schedules were not the common constant-probability schedules, with iris derived from a mathematical formula (e.g., Fleshler & Hoffman, 1962) . rather, the schedules were specially devised to possess particular mathematical properties. One schedule -call it schedule A -had many short iris. the arithmetic mean of the iris on schedule A was long, but the harmonic mean was short. the other schedule -call it schedule B -had fewer short iris. the arithmetic mean of the iris on schedule B was short, but the harmonic mean was long. readers will recognize the harmonic mean as one of several ways to represent the mean of a set of numbers. the harmonic mean is calculated by dividing the number of items by the sum of the reciprocals of the items. Killeen had ended both terminal links after a reinforcer and found that the pigeons preferred schedule A, with the shorter harmonic mean iri. insofar as the harmonic averaging process involves the reciprocal of the delays to reinforcement in the schedules (i.e., the immediacies), it effectively weights shorter iris more heavily than longer. characterizing the value of an alternative by differentially weighting shorter iris was a step that became appropriate after Herrnstein (1964) , who found that pigeons preferred a Vi terminal-link schedule to a Fi (fixed-interval) schedule with the same overall rate of reinforcement. this transformational approach anticipated later treatments such as Mazur's (2001) more formal quantitative model, which as mentioned above is based on discounting over time. it is well described by a hyperbolicdecay process that also emphasizes short iris.
replicating Killeen (1968) , Moore (1984) in one condition ended both terminal links after the first reinforcer. in the terminology of Grace and Nevin (2000) , both terminal links in this condition used the variable-duration procedure. As had Killeen, Moore found that the pigeons preferred schedule A, with the shorter harmonic mean iri. However, in another condition, Moore ended both terminal links after a fixed period of time that was equal to the arithmetic mean iri of the schedule. in the terminology of Grace and Nevin (2000) , both terminal links in this condition used the constant-duration procedure. this time, Moore found that the pigeons preferred schedule B, with the shorter arithmetic mean iri. At issue about Moore's data is why the pigeons preferred schedule A to B when both terminal links employed the variable-duration procedure, but preferred schedule B to A when both terminal links employed the constant-duration procedure. Moore (1984) explained the reversal of preferences with the terminal-link scheduling procedure by pointing out two subtle features of the constantduration terminal link. the first feature is that the procedure yields a different initial delay to a reinforcer on a given schedule than does a variable-duration terminal link. He argued that a constant-duration terminal link tends to end in the middle of an iri. When the pigeon next enters a terminal link in which it will receive a reinforcer, the timing to that reinforcer begins where it left off on the previous entry. this feature means that on terminal links in which a reinforcer will be delivered, the pigeon necessarily has a shorter time until the next reinforcer than if the timing always starts at the beginning of an iri, as it does with the variable-duration procedure. Over the long term, the average iri is not affected, because a reinforcer does not occur on some entries. the absence of a reinforcer on some entries has the numerical effect of maintaining the average iri at the scheduled value.
in addition, Moore (1984) pointed out a second feature of the constantduration procedure, namely, that the short iris on a schedule tend to occur after the first reinforcer on an entry, and toward the middle or the end of the duration. readers will recall that schedule A had many such short iris, which also gave the schedule its idiosyncratic quantitative properties. When reinforcers from those short iris occur as the second or third reinforcers on an entry, they are substantially delayed from the onset of the terminal link. So, they are less effective than when they occur as the first and only reinforcers in a terminal link, as they would be with the variable-duration procedure. they do not then contribute as heavily to a quantitative representation of the value of the terminal-link schedule. Moore suggested that taken together, these two features of the constant-duration procedure differentially reduced the relative immediacy of terminal-link reinforcers to such an extent that this measure favored schedule B, even though such large-scale measures as the overall rate of reinforcement were not affected. thus, the same principle could actually be said to operate in both constant-and variable-duration procedures: choice was a function of the relative immediacy of reinforcement. What happened was that changing the procedure changed the terminal link that provided the more immediate reinforcer. to support his analysis, Moore reported data from a simulation. these data confirmed that when both terminal links employed the variable-duration procedure, the obtained initial delay to a reinforcer was shorter on schedule A. However, when both terminal links employed the constant-duration procedure, the obtained initial delay to a reinforcer was in fact shorter on schedule B. the present two experiments sought to determine whether the reduction in the initial delay to a reinforcer produced by the constant-duration procedure, previously noted in Moore (1984) , contributed in some way to the results of Grace and Nevin (2000) . Grace and Nevin's results are important because their research was the first to directly pit the variable-duration procedure against the constant-duration procedure. However, they did not entertain the possibility that a reduction in initial delay was relevant to their results, even though they cited Moore (1984) . thus, the present research trained pigeons on a concurrent-chains procedure in which a variable-duration procedure was directly pitted against a constant-duration procedure, with several combinations of terminal-link iris and other procedural variables. On the one hand, if the principle that Grace and Nevin noted is general, then the preferences of the pigeons should generally reflect some influence of numerosity and the multiple reinforcers associated with a constant-duration terminal link, but without regard to the reduction in initial delay and even though the multiple reinforcers are probabilistic. On the other hand, if the reduction in initial delay noted in Moore (1984) is relevant, then the preferences of the pigeons should also reflect some influence of that change as it occurs in a constant-duration terminal link.
General Method

Subjects
A total of 10 pigeons served as the subjects in the two experiments (P-44, P-45, P-48, P-49, P-187, P-213, P-711, r-18, r-19, r-22) . the pigeons were of mixed breeds and varying ages and had prior experience on a variety of operant schedules, including concurrent chains. the pigeons were housed in a room with 24-hr illumination, and with constant access to water and grit in their home cages. they were maintained at approximately 80% of their free-feeding weight for motivational purposes throughout the experiment. Maintenance and use of the pigeons in this research met the policies and procedures recommended by the American Psychological Association's standards for the use of animals in psychological research, and the experimental protocol described here was approved by the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee institutional Animal care and Use committee.
Apparatus
two operant-conditioning chambers for pigeons were used in the present research. conventional electromechanical apparatus, located in a room adjacent to the chambers, controlled the events in the chambers and recorded the data. chamber 1 was approximately 35 cm high, 35 cm deep, and 47 cm wide. chamber 2 was approximately 30 cm high, 30 cm deep and 30 cm wide. centered on the front wall (i.e., the intelligence panel) of each chamber was a 5-cm by 6-cm rectangular opening through which the bird gained access to an elevated food hopper. the intelligence panel of each chamber also had two circular response keys (2.5-cm diameter and 20 cm apart). the response keys required approximately 0.15 N to operate and register a keypeck. the distances from (a) floor to food-hopper opening, and (b) floor to response keys in chamber 1 were 6 cm and 22 cm; and in chamber 2, they were 3 cm and 20 cm. the walls of chamber 1 were made of sound-attenuating material, and chamber 2 was housed in a separate sound-attenuation enclosure. Both chambers had a ventilation fan to provide fresh air and a masking noise to further minimize interference from incidental external stimulation.
Procedure the pigeons were trained on the concurrent-chains choice procedure. in this procedure, the pigeon is presented with two concurrently available response keys, each illuminated by a stimulus associated with the initial link of a chain schedule of reinforcement. this phase of the procedure is known as the choice phase. Occasionally, a response on one key produces an associated terminal-link stimulus. When a response produces a terminal link on one key, the other key becomes dark and inoperative for the duration of the terminal link. this phase of the procedure, in which the terminal links are mutually exclusive, is known as the outcome phase. When a terminal link is in effect, primary reinforcement occurs according to a specified schedule. At the conclusion of a terminal link, the initial links are reinstated for the next period of choice, and the cycle begins anew. An experimental session typically consists of a series of such exposures until a specified number of reinforcers is obtained. When the initial links are equal, the independent variable is some experimentally manipulated difference between the schedules or events associated with the terminal links. the dependent variable is ordinarily the choice proportion, calculated as the proportion of responses made on one key during the initial links (e.g., l / l + r).
in the present research, the initial links were equal, interdependent Vi 30-s schedules (Stubbs & Pliskoff, 1969) . these schedules were interdependent in the sense that whenever the iri of one schedule elapsed, both schedules ceased timing until the first terminal link was entered. timing resumed on both schedules when the initial links were reinstated. this common control procedure is designed to assure equal frequency of exposure to the terminal links. the specific features of the terminal links are described below, for each experiment. Both keys were white during the initial links. During a terminal link, the left key was red and the right key was green.
Sessions were conducted at approximately the same time of day, 5-6 days per week. Sessions ended after a specified number of reinforcers was obtained, which in different conditions across the two experiments were 40, 42, or 46 reinforcers. the number of reinforcers per session was varied across conditions in order to produce a session length of approximately 45 min. Unconditioned reinforcement consisted of 2.5-s access to mixed grain. timing of terminal-link duration was suspended during the reinforcement cycle. experiment 1 employed variable-time (Vt) schedules in the terminal links, and experiment 2 employed random-time (rt) schedules. these schedules provided aperiodic, time-based, response-independent reinforcement. the iris of the initial-link Vi schedules and terminal-link Vt schedules were derived from the Fleshler and Hoffman (1962) equation; they consisted of a sequence of 12 intervals. the rt schedules were composed of two parameters: (a) a unit time interval and (b) the probability of a reinforcer after the unit time interval (Millenson, 1963) . the average iri of the rt schedule is given by dividing the unit time interval by the reinforcement parameter. For example, an rt 30-s schedule might consist of a unit time interval of 3 s, with a reinforcement parameter of 0.10. At least two pigeons and usually more were trained in each condition. An initial determination and a reversal were always conducted. Further determinations were conducted if the first two determinations were not conclusive or at variance with the pattern of data from other pigeons.
the pigeons were trained with one schedule in effect in the left terminal link, and another in the right terminal link, for a minimum of 15 sessions; then a stability criterion was applied. Beginning with the 15th session, and every session thereafter if the criterion was not satisfied, the choice proportions from the last 9 sessions were considered in three blocks of 3 sessions each. When the mean choice proportions of the blocks did not differ by more than 0.05 and showed no monotonic trends, performance was judged stable and the terminal-link schedules were reversed. the mean choice proportion over the 9-day stability period was taken to indicate the performance engendered in that determination. Analyses were based on the mean of all determinations in a condition if two or four determinations were conducted in that condition, but analyses were based on the final two determinations if three determinations were conducted. Averaging across an even number of determinations helped to rule out position biases in favor of one key or another. the mean choice proportion across the two or four determinations was then taken to represent the degree of preference for the terminal link in question. By convention, mean choice proportions in the range of 0.45 to 0.55 were regarded as indicating indifference; that is, the terminal links were equally strong. By convention, choice proportions reliably exceeding 0.55 were regarded as indicating a preference; that is, one terminal link was stronger than the other. if one terminal link engendered a choice proportion exceeding 0.55 on the initial determination, an important indication of reliability was whether the terminal link engendered choice proportions exceeding 0.50 on the subsequent determination(s). if the hypothesis of a preference for a terminal link is to make any empirical sense, then a demonstration is needed to show that the terminal link can control at least 50% of the pigeon's behavior each time the pigeon encounters it. readers will appreciate that some choice research has employed logarithms of the choice ratios in their analyses of the dependent measure. this is an effort to clarify the effects of an independent variable, which is often a parametrically varied rate of reinforcement. logarithmic expressions are valuable for a wide variety of parametric research because they yield more uniform variance and yield separate terms for sensitivity and bias. However, the present research was not parametric in that sense, since only one pair of terminal-link schedules was used in a given condition. Accordingly, the measure of the choice proportion was used, averaged across two or four determinations. . table 1 gives the conditions, order of training, and number of sessions in experiment 1. table 2 gives comparable information for experiment 2. readers will note that the pigeons were trained in different orders, and that training on the Vt terminal-link schedules in experiment 1 was intermixed with training on the rt terminal-link schedules in experiment 2 for P-44, P-45, P-48, and P-49. consequently, the numbers indicating the order of training for these pigeons are consecutive across tables 1 and 2, rather than within either table. the training conditions in experiment 1 are described below. (hence, M) . in this modified procedure, the duration of a terminal link was again constant at 30 s. the modification was that a maximum of one reinforcer was delivered, according to the iri of the Vt schedule. the probability of reinforcement on an entry was 0.65. After a reinforcer was delivered on a terminal-link entry, the schedule continued to time, and any other reinforcers that would otherwise be delivered were canceled. As in condition 1.1, on 35% of the entries, the Vt schedule also timed, but no reinforcer was delivered because the iri in effect on that entry exceeded 30 s. this condition eliminated the possibility of multiple reinforcers per entry in the constant-duration terminal link, but left everything else the same as in condition 1.1. thus, the question was whether the pigeons' earlier preference for the constant-duration terminal link would be reduced, perhaps to the point that they would even reverse and prefer the variable-duration terminal link. this possibility follows for two reasons. First, the variable-duration terminal link was now associated with more reliable reinforcement. Second, the variable that was hypothesized to control preference, the possibility of multiple reinforcers per terminal-link entry, was eliminated in the constantduration terminal link. Note that eliminating multiple reinforcers reduces the overall rate of reinforcement and relative frequency of reinforcement associated with the constant-duration alternative. this happens because the occurrence of reinforcers after the first is what is necessary to keep overall iri at 30 s and relative frequency at 0.50 if reinforcers on 35% of terminal-link entries are omitted. readers will also note that this condition resembles one recently examined by Mazur (2006) . Mazur arranged for multiple reinforcers in one terminal link of concurrent chains, and a single reinforcer in the other. He found that preferences for the single-reinforcer terminal link were reduced when he added time after the single reinforcer (post-reinforcer delay, or PrD) so that the overall duration of the single-reinforcer terminal link equaled that of the multiple-reinforcer terminal link. this procedure was not new, since it had previously been used in Gentry and Marr (1980) , Poniewaz (1984) , and Snyderman (1983) . Mazur found that in certain circumstances, preference for the single-reinforcer terminal link would be above 50% with no PrD, but below 50% when a PrD was added. condition 1.2 wasn't identical with Mazur's procedure. For example, the delay between a reinforcer and the end of a terminal link in the constant-duration alternative is not fixed as in Mazur. However, the two manipulations may be similar enough that a decrease in preference, and perhaps also a reversal, are plausible outcomes. Condition 1.3: VT 15 s/1* versus VT 30 s/1*. in this condition, a Vt 15 s/1* was in effect in one terminal link, and a Vt 30 s/1* in the other. this condition was a control condition, designed to show that the pigeons would reliably prefer the terminal link with the higher rate of reinforcement, which is the Vt 15 s/1*. Condition 1.4: VT 15 s/P versus VT 30 s/1*. in this condition, a Vt 15 s/P was in effect in one terminal link, and a Vt 30 s/1* in the other. in the Vt 15 s/P terminal link, one of two arrangements was probabilistically in effect during a terminal link. On the one hand, with a probability of 0.65, a Vt 15-s schedule came into effect and lasted until the pigeon obtained a reinforcer. the initial links were then reinstated after a single reinforcer. On the other hand, with a probability of 0.35, a 30-s period came into effect in which no reinforcers were delivered. the terminal-link key light was the same color regardless of whether the Vt schedule or eXt was in effect. these probability values were taken from those reported in the present introduction, and they were reasonably consistent with what the pigeons experienced in condition 1.1. thus, condition 1.4 attempted to preserve certain critical features of the terminal links used in Grace and Nevin (2000) and the present condition 1.1, but in a different way than did condition 1.2. in condition 1.4, as in Grace and Nevin and the present condition 1.1, on some entries (i.e., 35%) the pigeon did not receive any reinforcer. On other entries (i.e., 65%), the bird did receive a reinforcer, but in accord with the shorter delay associated with the Vt 15-s schedule. When a Vt 15-s schedule did come into effect, it remained in effect only until the first reinforcer. However, when a reinforcer did occur, it occurred after an explicitly arranged shorter initial delay than in the alternative terminal link, and then the terminal link ended. readers will note that condition 1.4 also resembles certain conditions in Mazur (2006) , namely, those without a PrD after a reinforcer.
On the basis of Grace and Nevin (2000) and the present condition 1.1, one possibility is that the pigeons will prefer the Vt 30 s/1* terminal link. the reasoning underlying this possibility is that reinforcement on the Vt 15 s/P terminal link occurs on about 65% of the entries, and with an initial delay to reinforcement on those entries that is approximately the same as with the Vt 30 s/30 s constant-duration procedure of condition 1.1. However, there is never more than one reinforcer per entry into the Vt 15 s/P terminal link, and there is no reinforcer for 30 s on 35% of the entries. Because of the lack of multiple reinforcers, the pigeons may well reverse their preferences from condition 1.1 and prefer the variable-duration terminal link (Vt 30 s/1*).
An alternative possibility in this condition is that even though the Vt 15-s schedule is associated with more immediate reinforcers than the Vt 30-s schedule, any control by the immediacy is more or less offset by the omission of reinforcers on 35% of the entries. consequently, an alternative possibility is that the preferences of the pigeons will indeed be reduced, but only to the point that they end up being indifferent between the terminal links.
Condition 1.5: VT 15 s/P versus VT 15 s/1*. in this condition, a Vt 15 s/P was in effect in one terminal link, and a Vt 15 s/1* in the other. this condition was a further control condition designed to show that the probabilisticreinforcement procedure used in condition 1.4 was not idiosyncratic and would produce known results. thus, the expectation is that the pigeons would prefer the schedule with the higher overall rate of reinforcement and with a reinforcer on every entry, which is the Vt 15 s/1* terminal link. of the 10 pigeons. For P-213, the average choice proportion was only 0.56, and for r-18 only 0.57; but the choice proportions for other pigeons were reliably greater. the average choice proportion of all 10 pigeons was about 0.60. the finding of preference for the constant-duration terminal link in about 7 of 10, or 70% of the pigeons, is in keeping with Grace and Nevin (2000) , who reported preference for the constant-duration terminal link in 3 of 4, or 75% of their pigeons. As in Grace and Nevin, none of the pigeons in the present condition 1.1 preferred the variable-duration terminal link, and there was no basis for expecting any pifeons should have preferred it. thus, the present results are consistent with those of Grace and Nevin except that the degree of preference in the present study was somewhat less than they reported. Although the terminal-link schedules were Vt and delivered responseindependent reinforcers, some level of terminal-link responding did occur. this responding is likely attributable to conditions resembling autoshaping or automaintenance. However, this responding was unsystematic and not related in any obvious way to initial link-choice responding. When this autoshaped terminal-link responding continued as training continued, the procedure for recording data during the terminal links was modified for P-44, P-45, P-48, and P-49 to allow separate recording of time and responses in the periods before and after the first reinforcer in the constant-duration terminal link. these data reveal a discrimination, such that responding was faster before the first reinforcer and slower after. in addition, the time to the first reinforcer was somewhat less than the scheduled iri, even with the occurrence of 30 s periods of eXt on 35% of the entries that was added to the cumulative time before the first reinforcer. these data confirm the effect previously noted in Moore (1984) , namely, that the constant-duration procedure reduces the initial delay to a reinforcer. the faster responding shows that the pigeons were influenced by the change in reinforcer probability associated with the onset and early portion of a terminal link. Figure 2 presents the average choice proportions for the condition in which Vt 30 s/1* was pitted against Vt 30 s/M. readers will recall that this condition examined whether preferences would decrease, perhaps to the point where they would reverse and develop in favor of the variable-duration terminal link when multiple reinforcers were eliminated from the constant-duration terminal link. Four pigeons were trained in this condition. three of these pigeons had preferred the constant-duration alternative in condition 1.1. Although again some variability in the choice proportions occurs, in general the choice proportions of each of the four pigeons are in the range of indifference. the average choice proportion of the four pigeons was 0.48. thus, although the choice responding decreased from a preference for the constant-duration terminal link to indifference when multiple reinforcers were eliminated from the constant-duration terminal link, none of the pigeons fully reversed and preferred the variable-duration terminal link. the decreases in preference are consistent with Mazur (2006) , as well as the other studies that have used a PrD or variant. the decrease in choice proportions for the three pigeons that had previously preferred the constant-duration terminal link indicates that multiple reinforcers did play a role; if the multiple reinforcers did not play a role, the choice proportions would have remained the same in condition 1.2 as in condition 1.1. However, another variable must be associated with the Vt 30 s/M terminal link to offset the loss of multiple reinforcers and maintain the choice proportions at the indifference point, rather than allowing the choice proportions to completely reverse. that variable is presumably the initial delay to a reinforcer, as suggested in Moore (1984) and described in the present introduction. Again, in the terminal links a discrimination occurred, with faster autoshaped responding before the first reinforcer, and slower responding after. Figure 3 presents the average choice proportions for the condition in which Vt 15 s/1* was pitted against Vt 30 s/1*. As expected, all 10 pigeons preferred the Vt 15 s/1* schedule. Given that this schedule provided the higher overall rate of reinforcement, the preference exhibited for Vt 15 s/1* in this condition was relatively uncontroversial, and it demonstrated that the pigeons would respond to known variables in an orderly way. Figure 4 presents the average choice proportions for the condition in which Vt 15 s/P was pitted against Vt 30 s/1*. Six pigeons were trained in this condition. three had previously preferred Vt 30 s/30 s to Vt 30 s/1* in condition 1.1, and all had preferred Vt 15 s/1* to Vt 30 s/1* in condition 1.3. the average choice proportions of P-187, P-213, P-711, and r-22 were in the range of indifference. the average choice proportion in favor of Vt 15 s/P for r-18 was 0.44, and for r-19 it was 0.56. the choice proportions of these latter two pigeons are technically outside the indifference zone, but only by a single percentage point. in addition, they do not indicate a consistent preference for one terminal link. the average of all six pigeons was 0.51. The data are presented in favor of the VT 15 s/P terminal link (probability of 0.65 that a reinforcer would be delivered according to a VT 15 s schedule and then initial links would be reinstated; probability of 0.35 that extinction would be in effect for 30 s and then initial links would be reinstated) when the alternative terminal link was VT 30 s/1* (VT 30 s in effect until a reinforcer).
Results and Discussion
Condition 1.2: VT 30 s/1* versus VT 30 s/M.
Condition 1.3: VT 15 s/1* versus VT 30 s/1*.
Condition 1.4: VT 15 s/P versus VT 30 s/1*.
this comparison is complex: it pits the Vt 15 s/P terminal link, which combines two important properties, against the Vt 30 s/1* terminal link, which combines a different two properties. the two properties combined in the Vt 15 s/P terminal link are (a) a short initial delay to reinforcement, presumably a property that strengthens the initial-link behavior that produces it; and (b) probabilistic reinforcement on terminal-link entries, presumably a property that weakens behavior. the probabilistic occurrence of multiple reinforcers is a property that would have strengthened responding leading to a terminal link that ends after a constant duration. However, readers will recall that condition 1.4 did not involve multiple reinforcers. in addition, a PrD, as in Mazur, 2006 , is a property that would have weakened responding leading to a terminal link that ends after a constant duration. (readers will recall that condition 1.4 did not involve a PrD.) the different two properties combined in the Vt 30 s/1* terminal link are (a) a longer initial delay to reinforcement, presumably a property that strengthens behavior but not as much as the shorter delay in the alternative terminal link; and (b) a reinforcer on every terminallink entry, presumably a property that strengthens behavior. to a rough approximation then, the data suggest that the net strengthening effect of the combination of variables in the Vt 15 s/P terminal link approximately offsets the net strengthening effect of the combination of variables in the Vt 30 s/1* terminal link, with the result that the pigeons are indifferent between the terminal links.
Further analysis of the data in condition 1.4 provides additional evidence that neither terminal link systematically and reliably controlled behavior. For example, although the choice proportions of r-18 and r-19 when averaged across initial and reversal determinations are technically outside of the 0.45-0.55 indifference zone, neither of these pigeons made greater than 50% of their responses in favor of the same alternative on both initial and reversal determinations. the choice proportions of the other four pigeons similarly suggest neither terminal link systematically and reliably controlled initial-link choice behavior. As in previous conditions, some degree of autoshaped responding did occur in the terminal links, but that responding was not related in any obvious way to the choice proportions. On balance, and because of the preferences readily exhibited in condition 1.3, the most conservative interpretation of behavior in condition 1.4 is indifference.
Condition 1.5: VT 15 s/P versus VT 15 s/1*. Figure 5 presents the average choice proportions for the condition in which Vt 15 s/1* was pitted against Vt 15 s/P. Six pigeons were trained in this condition, and all clearly preferred the Vt 15 s/1* terminal link. the data from condition 1.5 may be compared with the data from condition 1.4. that is, condition 1.5 shows the strengthening effect of reducing the iri of the schedule pitted against the Vt 15 s/P terminal link, from 30 s to 15 s. Whereas condition 1.4 suggested indifference, condition 1.5 shows that the Vt 15 s/1* terminal link is reliably stronger and systematically controls more choice behavior. Autoshaped terminal-link responding continued to occur, but as in previous conditions was not systematically related to initial-link choice responding. Choice proportion Figure 5 . The choice proportions are presented for each pigeon in Condition 1.5. The data are presented in favor of the VT 15 s/1* terminal link (VT 15 s in effect until a reinforcer) when the alternative terminal link was VT 15 s/P (probability of 0.65 that a reinforcer would be delivered according to a VT 15 s schedule and then initial links would be reinstated; probability of 0.35 that extinction would be in effect for 30 s and then initial links would be reinstated).
Analyzed in the language of condition 1.4, the data of condition 1.5 suggest that the Vt 15 s/1* terminal link controls behavior through a stronger net positive combination of its properties. its initial delay to a reinforcer was now equal to that in the Vt 15 s/P terminal link, and it provided a reinforcer on each entry. the Vt15 s/P terminal link continued to have something negative associated with it, namely, probabilistic reinforcement. Again, this interpretation lends further credibility to how a combination of properties in a terminal link can determine the ability of that terminal link to control initial-link choice behavior. experiment 2: choice Between constant-and Variable-Duration rt terminal links experiment 2 used rt schedules in the terminal links. Of interest was whether patterns of preference comparable with those noted in experiment 1 would be evident when another form of aperiodic, time-based schedule was used in the terminal links. the rt schedules were chosen because they preserve an important feature from the present condition 1.1 and Grace and Nevin (2000) , namely, the possibility of multiple reinforcers per entry in a constant-duration terminal link. However, unlike the use of Vt schedules in condition 1.1 and in Grace and Nevin, rt schedules hold the minimum initial delay of a reinforcer constant in both terminal links. recall that rt schedules consist of two parameters: the unit time interval and the probability of reinforcement after the interval. the unit time interval -and hence the minimum initial delay to a reinforcer -always starts timing at 0 s, and the decision about whether to deliver the reinforcer comes only at the end of the unit time interval. this duration of the unit time interval with rt terminal-link schedules is always the same, regardless of whether the terminal-link duration is constant and ends after a fixed period of time, or variable and ends after the first reinforcer. readers will further recall that when Vt schedules are used with the constant-duration procedure, a terminal link tends to end in the middle of an iri. When the terminal link is next entered, it resumes timing from the point at which it left off on the previous entry, and it has a shorter period until the next reinforcer. Hence, on average, with Vt schedules the constant-duration terminal link is correlated with a shorter period between the onset of the terminal link and a reinforcer than the variable-duration terminal link. As explained above, the initial delay is always equal on constant-and variable-duration terminal links with equal rt schedules. thus, in a choice between constant-and variable-duration terminal links that employ rt schedules, one question is whether the pigeons will again prefer the constant-duration terminal link when the minimum initial delay to a reinforcer is explicitly controlled so as to be equal in each terminal link. if so, then some role of numerosity and multiple reinforcers is again implicated, and the generality of the cumulative delayed-reinforcer view is confirmed.
Method Subjects
Pigeons P-44, P-45, P-48, and P-49 served as subjects in experiment 2. table 2 gives the conditions, order of training, and number of sessions in experiment 2. readers will recall that in the present research, the pigeons were trained in different orders, and that training on the Vt terminal-link schedules in experiment 1 was intermixed with training on the rt terminallink schedules in experiment 2 for P-44, P-45, P-48, and P-49. consequently, the numbers indicating the order of training for these pigeons are consecutive across tables 1 and 2, rather than within either table. the training conditions in experiment 2 are described below. , and an rt 30 s/1* was in effect in the other terminal link (variable duration). in the rt 30 s/30 s terminal link, a reinforcer was delivered after a unit time interval of 3 s with a probability of 0.10, and this schedule remained in effect for a constant duration of 30 s. in the rt 30 s/1* terminal link, a reinforcer was delivered after a unit time interval of 3 s with a probability of 0.10; and this schedule remained in effect until a reinforcer was delivered. in each terminal link, the timing of the 3-s unit time interval commenced when the terminal link was entered. this condition is the counterpart of condition 1.1.
Procedure
Condition 2.2: RT 30 s/1* versus RT 30 s/M. in this condition, an rt 30 s/1* was in effect in one terminal link (variable duration), and an rt 30 s/M was in effect in the other terminal link (constant duration). in the rt 30 s/M terminal link, the constant-duration procedure of condition 2.1 was modified (hence, M). in this modified procedure, the duration of a terminal link was again constant at 30 s. the modification was that a maximum of one reinforcer was delivered, in accord with the rt schedule. the probability of reinforcement on an entry was 0.65. As in condition 2.1, on 35% of the entries, the rt schedule timed, but no reinforcer was delivered. this condition is the counterpart of condition 1.2. it eliminated the possibility of multiple reinforcers per entry in the constant-duration terminal link, but left everything else the same as in condition 2.1. thus, as described in condition 1.2, the question was whether the pigeons would now come to prefer the rt 30 s/1* terminal link because this terminal link was now associated with more reliable reinforcement and because the variable that was hypothesized to control preference (the possibility of multiple reinforcers per terminal link entry) was eliminated in the constant-duration terminal link. in effect, the time after the first reinforcer in the constant-duration terminal link was now a PrD, the addition of which has been shown to reduce preference (Mazur, 2006) . Note that eliminating multiple reinforcers would also reduce the measure of the overall rate of reinforcement associated with the constantduration alternative, as well as the relative reinforcement frequency. With the omission of reinforcers on 35% of terminal-link entries, the occurrence of reinforcers after the first on an entry is what is necessary to keep overall iri at 30 s and relative reinforcement frequency at 0.50. Condition 2.3: RT 15 s/1* versus RT 30 s/1*. in this condition, an rt 15 s/1* was in effect in one terminal link, and an rt 30 s/1* in the other. in the rt 15-s/1* schedule, a reinforcer was delivered after a unit time interval of 3 s with a probability of 0.20, and the terminal link lasted until a reinforcer was delivered. the rt 30 s/1* schedule was as before. this condition was the counterpart to condition 1.3 and was a control condition. it was designed to show that the pigeons would prefer the schedule with the higher rate of reinforcement, which is the rt 15 s/1*, just as they had preferred the Vt 15 s/1* to Vt 30 s/1* in condition 1.3. in this condition, the higher rate of reinforcement was produced by increasing the probability of reinforcement after the unit time interval.
Condition 2.4: RT 10 s/1* versus RT 30 s/1*. in this condition, an rt 10 s/1* was in effect in one terminal link, and an rt 30 s/1* in the other. in the rt 10 s/1* schedule, a reinforcer was delivered after a unit time interval of 1 s with a probability of 0.10, and the terminal link lasted until a reinforcer was delivered. the rt 30 s/1* schedule was as before. this condition was also a counterpart to condition 1.3, and was a second control condition. it was also designed to show that the pigeons would prefer the schedule with the higher rate of reinforcement, which is the rt 10 s/1*, as they had in condition 1.3. in this condition, the higher rate of reinforcement was produced by reducing the duration of the unit time interval.
Results and Discussion
Figures 6-9 present the data for experiment 2. the results of each condition are described below. (raw data from experiment 2 are available from the author upon request.) Condition 2.1: RT 30 s/30 s versus RT 30 s/1*. Figure 6 presents the average choice proportions for the condition in which rt 30 s/30 s was pitted against rt 30 s/1*. this condition corresponds to condition 1.1. Four pigeons were trained in this condition, three of which had previously preferred the constant-duration terminal link in condition 1.1. importantly, the average choice proportion for each pigeon indicates indifference, and the average of all four pigeons was 0.51.
P referenc e for R T 30 s /30 s 0 0. 5 P -44 P -45 P -48 P -49 P ige on C hoice proportion Many of the same patterns of behavior were present in condition 2.1 as in condition 1.1, except for the preferences. For example, some autoshaped terminal-link responding occurred, and a discrimination in the constantduration terminal link, with faster responding before the first reinforcer and slower responding after it. in condition 1.1, the faster responding shows that the pigeons were influenced by the change in reinforcer probability associated with the onset of a terminal link. Figure 7 shows the average choice proportions for the condition in which rt 30 s/1* was pitted against rt 30 s/M. this condition corresponds to condition 1.2. As noted earlier, the procedure resembles Mazur (2006) in the sense that the time after the first reinforcer in the constant-duration terminal link (rt 30 s/M) is a PrD, although not of fixed duration. Again, four pigeons were trained in this condition. the average choice proportions of P-44 and P-48 were in the upper range of indifference. the average choice proportion of P-45 technically indicated a very slight preference for the variable-duration terminal link (i.e., rt 30 s/1*), although its choice responding did not reverse past 0.50 when the terminal-link schedules were reversed. Furthermore, P-49 clearly preferred the rt 30 s/1* terminal link. As in the other conditions, some amount of autoshaped terminal-link responding occurred, and in the constant-duration terminal link, a discrimination of faster responding before and slower responding after the first reinforcer.
Condition 2.2: RT 30 s/1* versus RT 30 s/M.
P referenc e for R T 30 s /1* 0 0. 5 P -44 P -45 P -48 P -49 P ige on C hoice proportion Figure 8 presents the average choice proportions for the condition in which rt 15 s/1* was pitted against rt 30 s/1*. As discussed above, this comparison is relatively uncontroversial. it was undertaken as a control condition simply to demonstrate that a terminal link associated with a variable that is known to be stronger in the rate of reinforcement will control the behavior of these pigeons in the present experiment. Both P-48 and P-49 were trained in this condition. Of the two parameters that constitute the rt schedule, the probability of reinforcement was increased here, from 0.10 to 0.20, to produce the rt 15-s schedule, which both pigeons in fact preferred. the reliable and consistent preference of P-48 and P-49 in condition 2.3 may be compared with the indifference they exhibited in condition 2.1.
P referenc e for R T 15 s /1* 0 0. 5 P -48 P -49 P ige on C hoice proportion Figure 9 presents the average choice proportions for the condition in which rt 10 s/1* was pitted against rt 30 s/1*. this condition is another control condition. it was undertaken to demonstrate that the pigeons would respond in an orderly way to known variables. Both P-44 and P-45 were trained in this condition. Of the two parameters that constitute the rt schedule, the unit time interval was decreased here, from 3 s to 1 s, to produce the rt 10 s schedule, which both pigeons in fact preferred. Again, the reliable and consistent preference of P-44 and P-45 in condition 2.4 may be compared with the indifference they exhibited in condition 2.1.
P referenc e for R T 10 s /1* 0 0. 5 P -44 P -45 P ige on C hoice proportion Figure 9 . The choice proportions are presented for each pigeon in Condition 2.4. The data are presented in favor of the RT 10 s/1* terminal link (RT 10 s in effect until a reinforcer) when the alternative terminal link was RT 30s/1* (RT 30 s in effect until a reinforcer). The RT 10 s/1* schedule was composed of unit time intervals of 1 s, with a probability of reinforcement of 0.10 at the end of each interval. The RT 30-s schedule was composed of unit time intervals of 3 s, with a probability of reinforcement of 0.10 at the end of each interval.
General Discussion
in the present two experiments, pigeons were trained using the concurrent-chains procedure. in each experiment, the initial links were equal Vi schedules, and the terminal links were aperiodic, time-based schedules that provided response-independent reinforcement. the experiments took their point of departure from Grace and Nevin (2000) , in which pigeons were presented with a choice between two terminal-link alternatives. One provided a constant duration of exposure to a given terminal-link schedule, where the duration was equal to the average iri of the schedule. On entries into this terminal link, a pigeon would probabilistically receive 0, 1, or multiple reinforcers. the duration in the other alternative was variable. On entries into this terminal link, the pigeon would always receive only a single reinforcer in accord with one of the several iris of the same schedule. Grace and Nevin found that three of four pigeons reliably preferred the constant-duration terminal link. the present research sought to further identify and isolate the variables that controlled the preference noted by Grace and Nevin. in condition 1.1 of the present experiment 1, Vt 30-s schedules were in effect in both terminal links. When a constant-duration terminal link was directly pitted against a variable-duration terminal link, the majority of the pigeons preferred the constant-duration terminal link. A finding of preference for the constant-duration terminal link replicated prior research, although the degrees of preference were somewhat less than in the prior research. readers will recall that the pigeon would receive no reinforcer on some entries into the constant-duration terminal link, one reinforcer on other entries, and multiple reinforcers on the remaining entries. in a subsequent condition of experiment 1, when the possibility of multiple reinforcers was eliminated in the constant-duration terminal link, but other outcomes occurred with the same probability as before, the preferences were reduced to the point of indifference. this result obtained even though the overall relative frequency of reinforcement was greater in the variable-duration terminal link, because of the delivery of a reinforcer on every terminal-link entry. importantly, the data also indicated that when a reinforcer was delivered in the constantduration terminal link, the initial delay to a reinforcer was shorter than in the variable-duration terminal link.
in condition 2.1 of the present experiment 2, rt 30-s schedules were in effect in both terminal links, rather than Vt 30-s schedules. When a constantduration terminal link was directly pitted against a variable-duration terminal link, four of four pigeons were indifferent. As in experiment 1, the pigeon would receive no reinforcer on some entries into the constant-duration terminal link, one reinforcer on other entries, and multiple reinforcers on the remaining entries. in condition 2.2 of experiment 2, when the possibility of multiple reinforcers was eliminated in the constant-duration terminal link, one pigeon clearly preferred the variable-duration terminal link, and the behavior of three others appeared close to indicating a similar preference.
the data from experiment 1 suggest that two variables combined to determine the observed pattern of preference. the first was the initial delay to a reinforcer. this variable was systematically shorter than the scheduled iri on the 65% of the entries, when reinforcers were delivered in the constantduration terminal link. therefore, the implication is that the shorter initial delay to a reinforcer was one of the variables that occurred often enough to contribute to the observed preference for a constant-duration terminal link in Grace and Nevin (2000) and the present experiment 1. Presumably, it was also responsible for preferences that were stronger than predicted by current models of choice reviewed in Grace and Nevin. Moore (1984) previously identified the reduction in the initial delay to a reinforcer produced by a constant-duration terminal link, although in a slightly different situation.
the second variable that contributed to the observed preference for the constant-duration terminal link in Grace and Nevin (2000) and in condition 1.1 of the present experiment 1 was the probabilistic occurrence of multiple reinforcers. this variable was implicated when the present research eliminated the possibility of multiple reinforcers in the constant-duration terminal link, and the choice proportions of pigeons that had previously exhibited a preference were reduced to indifference.
A remaining question is as follows: if the probabilistic occurrence of multiple reinforcers contributed to the preference for the constant-duration terminal link in Grace and Nevin (2000) and the present condition 1.1, in addition to the shorter initial delay to a reinforcer, shouldn't the pigeons have similarly preferred the constant-duration terminal link in the present condition 2.1? this expectation follows because multiple reinforcers were also associated with the constant-duration alternative in condition 2.1, even though the initial delay to a reinforcer was the same in each terminal link. readers will recall that none of the four pigeons preferred the constantduration terminal link in condition 2.1. thus, the question is why multiple reinforcers contributed to preference in condition 1.1 but not condition 2.1, when they were present in both conditions.
One possibility is that the pigeons were not somehow in contact with or were not generally sensitive to the availability of multiple reinforcers in a terminal link in condition 2.1. this possibility seems unlikely, because three of these four pigeons had already preferred the constant-duration terminal link in condition 1.1, when the schedules were Vt 30 s. in addition, their choice responding was reduced to indifference in condition 1.2, when multiple reinforcers were eliminated. these results presumably demonstrate that the pigeons were capable of coming under the control of multiple reinforcers.
Another possibility is that the pigeons could not respond systematically because rt schedules were used in condition 2.1 instead of Vt. this possibility also seems unlikely because when the schedules were rt, all four pigeons preferred the richer terminal-link schedule in conditions 2.3 and 2.4. these results presumably demonstrate that the pigeons were in fact capable of responding in an orderly way when the schedules were rt.
How then might the indifference in condition 2.1 be explained? An interesting exercise is interpreting the results of experiment 2 in terms of the two variables implicated in experiment 1. When reinforcers are delivered by terminal-link rt 30-s schedules, the notion of differential delays to the first reinforcer does not apply. However, in experiment 2 the relatively short duration of the unit time interval may have masked the effects of multiple reinforcers, at least somewhat, as indicated by the indifference between constant-and variable-duration terminal links for four of four pigeons. the short unit time interval, and hence the minimum initial delay to reinforcement, is presumably also what mitigated against the development in three pigeons of a robust preference for the variable-duration terminal link (rt 30 s/1*) in condition 2.2, when the possibility of multiple reinforcers was eliminated in the constant-duration terminal link (rt 30 s/M).
the present interpretation assumes that a finding of indifference indicates that the terminal links were of equal net value, and a finding of preference indicates that the preferred terminal link is of greater value than the alternative. readers might challenge the present interpretation by suggesting that a finding of indifference may indicate only that (a) the pigeons did not discriminate the terminal-link alternatives sufficiently, or (b) an inadequate technique was used in the present research. A reply to the first challenge would point out that there was in fact a discrimination pertaining to the terminal links. this discrimination involved autoshaped terminallink responding before and after the initial reinforcer. Within the constantduration terminal link, responding was faster before and slower after the initial reinforcer. in addition, responding during the initial period of the constant-duration terminal link was generally faster than responding during the variable-duration terminal link, indicating another discrimination.
A reply to the second challenge would point out that preferences were readily observed in control conditions when a known and potent terminal-link variable was employed, such as delivering reinforcers with an average iri of 10 or 15 s instead of 30 s. in addition, numerous sessions were conducted in the various determinations that were interpreted as showing indifference, with numerous reversals, in an effort to promote control by the terminal links. thus, conventional control techniques were in fact observed. in summary, the present data confirm the Grace and Nevin (2000) earlier report that the constant-duration procedure is not necessarily equivalent to the variable-duration procedure. in addition, the data show that a Vt schedule is not always functionally equivalent to an rt schedule, simply because some aggregate measure like overall rate of reinforcement may be comparable across the two sorts of schedules. More specifically, a Vt schedule follows from a predetermined list or set of iris, in a way that an rt schedule does not. the data show that ending a Vt terminal link after a constant period of time reduces the initial delay to a reinforcer on a subsequent entry, making it systematically shorter than the scheduled iri, and that an appropriate analysis of the choice behavior it supports needs to take this temporal relation into account. this effect does not apply to rt schedules. Finally, the present data confirm that multiple reinforcers can control initial-link choice responding in concurrent chains, although the data suggest that the effect of multiple reinforcers can apparently be masked or reduced by other variables, such as short initial delays to reinforcers. thus, initial-link choice responding in concurrent chains can apparently be a complex process resulting from the way that several distinct independent variables combine in the terminal links. it seems relevant to distinguish them in certain instances to reflect their importance, rather than to rely on an aggregate measure such as overall rate of reinforcement. references
